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INTRODUCTION TO THE
INSTAGRAM ALGORITHM

What is the Instagram Algorithm?

The Instagram Algorithm is
the code that determines
what posts appear in
someone’s newsfeed, and
in what order.
When Instagram first
launched, posts appeared
in the newsfeed based
on the time in which they
were posted by the user,
called ‘recency’.
Then in March 2016
Instagram implemented
a new algorithm whereby

users are shown posts
ordered by the moments
they care about the most,
known as ‘relevancy’.
This algorithm is so
advanced that every single
person’s newsfeed is
unique and individualised
to them. Even if two
people follow the
exact same accounts,
the newsfeed will be
personalised based on
how they interact with
those accounts.

If you’re going to be
successful at marketing
on Instagram it’s essential
to understand how the
algorithm works and factor
it into your strategy and
implementation tactics.
There’s no point fighting
the algorithm, so you want
to do everything you can
to align your activity to it!

The Instagram
Algorithm is the
code that determines
what posts appear in
someone’s newsfeed
and in what order.
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How does it work?
Initially, only 7-8% of your followers will
initially see your Instagram post. This
surprises many people, who belive that all
of their followers see their posts!

If engagement is high, your post will be
shown to greater percentafe of your
followers, as well as on the hashtags and
places you use.

After you’ve made the post, the Instagram
algorithm will assess the amount
of engagement the post receveies.
Engagement includes any interaction on
the post, such as likes, comments, post
shares, saves, profile visits, etc.

Posts with very high engagment may also
be show on the explore page, creating
huge exposure for your account.

Shown to more
followers

#

1
7-8 % Followers
see post (reach)

Algorithm
assesses
engagement

Top posts:
hashtags,places

Explore page
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TOP FACTORS THAT
INFLUENCE RANKING
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Top Factors That
Influence Ranking
Up until recently, Instagram provided
little information on how the algorithm
determined the order of content in
newsfeeds. This was because Instagram
didn’t want companies trying to trick or
‘game’ the algorithm.

However, in June 2018 the Instagram
team opened up to reporters about the
top 3 factors that influence what you see
in your newsfeed.

They outlined 3 main factors
that influence ranking in the
Instagram newsfeed

Relationship

Interest
Timeliness
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Relationship
The closer relationship you
have with your someone,
the higher the Instagram
algorithm will rank your
content in their newsfeed.

The algorithm assumes that a
high number of interactions
means a stronger relationship
between users, and therefore
that content from that user is
highly valuable to you.

If you engage with an
account’s content a lot, you’re
essentially telling Instagram
that you want to see more
of that content again in the
future.

Relationship is based on a number of factors, such as:
Whether you’re
tagged in photos
together

If you’ve
saved
posts

If you’ve
searched for
the user

How much
you’ve liked or
commented
on each
other’s posts
in the past
Whether you’ve
shared posts via a
direct message

If you’ve views
stories, and how
much of the story
you’ve watched

Whether
you’ve replied
to a story
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WHAT THIS MEANS:
•

Just posting content isn’t enough, you need to engage
with your followers too

•

Nurture your community by responding to comments –
this will encourage them to engage with your post again
in the future

•

If someone engages with your content, go to their
profile and engage with their content too

•

Your content and captions should encourage
engagement

•

Stories must form part of your strategy

•

Use Stories features, such as polls, to garner
engagement from your audience
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Interest
Instagram’s machine learning
analyses your past engagement
with posts. This might include
your interaction with certain
hashtags or locations, or
potentially even a visualisation
tools that determine what the
picture is about.
If the algorithm believes you’re
interested in certain content,
it will appear higher in your
newsfeed.

For example, Instagram’s image
recognition technology will most
likely know if a picture contains a
dog.If you’ve engaged (e.g. liked,
commented, saved posts, etc.)
with lots of dog posts in the past,
then Instagram’s algorithm is
likely to rank dog posts higher in
your newsfeed.

WHAT THIS MEANS:
You only want people following your profile
who are actually interested in your content,
otherwise it’s less likely that your content will
appear in their newsfeed.
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Timeliness
20
The Instagram algorithm
will take into account how
recently the post was
published, prioritising newer
posts over older ones.
Try this out for yourself –
open Instagram and scroll
through the top 20 posts in
your newsfeed. It’s likely that
most posts are within the last
24 to 48 hours.

WHAT THIS MEANS:
In order to be seen in your
followers’ newsfeeds, you
need to post often, ideally
every day.

The immensely popular
Instagram profile for Tourism
Australia @Australia
posts daily. Their social
media team are effective at
utilising visual storytelling,
but most importantly, they
have developed a consistent
posting schedule to maximise
their chances of being seen in
their followers’ newsfeeds.
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ADDITIONAL FACTORS
WHICH INFLUENCE RANKING
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Post Engagement Rate
The amount of engagement that your
posts receives tells the algorithm how
valuable your post will be to other
people. The higher the number of
likes and comments, the more likely
your post will be seen by other people
because the algorithm rewards high
engagement with more reach.

a flurry of engagement especially
given the topic. Compelling posts
are seen in more users’ newsfeeds –
61 comments on the winning post
versus 11 and 10 on the two other top
posts is evidence of this.

WHAT THIS MEANS:
Your goal is to make every one
of your posts as engaging as
possible, ideally compelling users to
comment and/or share the post.

This is often why you see big
announcements, such as an
engagement of one of your friends, or
viral content, as the top post in your
newsfeed.
However, not all engagement is equal!
For example, it’s generally believed
that comments and shares are more
valuable than likes.
Using social media management
tool Iconosquare, the team at Social
Media College identified the top three
posts over the period of a week. It’s
clear that the winning post sparked
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Account Quality
Score
•

Instagram also consider your account’s overall ‘quality score’

•

This is the amount of engagement your posts receive, on
average, relative to your followers

•

If you have 10,000 followers, but only about 10 likes per post,
this is a bad signal to the Instagram algorithm

•

Instagram will believe your content is poor quality, and lower
your reach on all posts

•

This is why you should never buy ‘fake followers’

•

Conversely, an account with a high quality score will be rewarded
with additional reach on all posts

WHAT THIS MEANS:
Your Instagram account will be
rewarded for engaging followers
and penalised for fake followers.
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Speed of
Engagement

WHAT THIS MEANS:
It’s important to analyse what time your posts
receive the highest engagement, and when your
followers are online, to increase the speed that
people engage with your posts.

In addition to this, the speed that a post
receives engagement after it is published is
also very important. In fact, many argue it’s
even more important than the total amount of
engagement.
If a post quickly receives a large amount of
engagement then it is more likely to become a
trending topics, appearing on the top posts for
hashtags or locations.
The image shows analytics data from Instagram
Insights. It illustrates the spikes in follower
engagement over days of the week.

Here 9 am and 9 pm on
Tuesday are the peak posting
periods while 6 am and midday
would also be favourable. Using
information like this, you can test
different posting times and learn
what time generates the most
engagement from your audience.
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Time Spent
Viewing Posts
Similar to the amount of
engagement, the more
time that someone spends
looking at post, the more
the algorithm will reward
that post with more reach.
This makes logical sense
– the longer people look
at the post, the more
interesting they find it, and
the higher the chances

that other people will find
that post interesting, too.
Take this post from Gucci
for example. Using a multi
image post, the brand’s
association with Chime
for Change stands out
very clearly on their grid
because the background
is white. It makes you

want to stop scrolling
and read the full caption.
Similarly, caption’s copy
and their chosen charity
strikes a chord because
it is focused on gender
equality, meaning you
spend more time viewing
the post.

WHAT THIS MEANS:
Employ tactics which encourage people to look
at your post for a while, such as writing an
interesting caption, a lengthy caption which
encourages people to click ‘more’, or asking
them to observe something in the image.
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NEW
INSTAGRAM
MARKETING
COURSE

Following

If you only follow 100
Instagram accounts then
you’ll probably see most
of the posts from those
accounts. However, if
you follow 5,000 then
the algorithm will show
a bigger variety of posts
from each of those
accounts, meaning you’re
likely to see less of any
one specific profile.

Take these profiles for example –
the top has some impressive stats,
he’s a low chance of seeing your
posts because he follows 4,856
accounts.

LEARN MORE

Compare this to the bottom profile
who only follows 259 other profiles.
If she follows you, she is highly likely
to see each one of your posts.

WHAT THIS MEANS:
You want followers who only follow
a small number of other accounts,
increasing the chances of your posts
being seen.
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Frequency

Instagram doesn’t want you
seeing the same top posts every
time, so the number of times
you open the app will determine
what order posts are shown in
your newsfeed.

WHAT THIS MEANS:
There’s value in posting more
than once per day.
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App Time Usage

People who use Instagram less are
more likely to be shown top posts
when they login.

WHAT THIS MEANS:
You want each post to be as
valuable as possible, otherwise
users who don’t use the app
often will not see your posts.
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OTHER
INSTAGRAM ALGORITHMS
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Algorithm for
Stories

The algorithm for stories
works in a similar way to the
newsfeed algorithm
Also, the algorithm will
consider your Facebook
connections and
interactions, given you
can share stories between
Facebook & Instagram

It prioritises content from
users that it sees as high
importance to you based on
your relationships & interactions

Instagram also
uses the ‘timeliness’
factor, prioritising
more recent Stories

For this reason, stories
now should form part of
your strategy

The more engagements
you have with a user in the
newsfeed and stories, the
more stories you’ll see from
that user, and vice versa
21

Algorithm for
Tags & Places
The algorithm for hashtags and
places works different to the
newsfeed and stories.
‘Recent’ posts are sorted according
to when the post was made (i.e. time
based). In this example there’s 227K
posts using #sydneystyle, so posts
in the recent tab will be replaced
quickly.
‘Top’ posts are based on amount
of engagement a post receives
relative to other posts using the
same hashtag / place. If you get
onto #sydneystyle top posts you’re
likely to receive huge additional
engagement.
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Algorithm for
Explore Page
The algorithm in the
Explore Page also works
differently to the other
Instagram algorithms,
compiling content from
profiles that you don’t
necessarily follow.
According to Instagram
“Posts are selected
automatically based on
things like the people
you follow or the posts
you like.”
Typically posts that get
onto the Explore Page
are ‘trending’. If you do
manage to get onto the
Explore Page you’ll see

your posts receive a high
level of engagement and
big reach.
Here is the explore page
as seen from SMC’s
own profile. Since we
specialise in sharing
influencer content on
our Instagram alongside
social media tips and
marketing quotes, it’s
no surprise that our
explore feed shows
similar to content to
what we engage with,
post and repurpose.

Posts are selected
automatically
based on things
like the people
you follow or the
posts you like.
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INSTAGRAM MARKETING COURSE
Instagram Growth Strategies For Business
Learn how to rapidly scale your followers and generate income through collaborations and direct sales.
Are you ready to become an Instagram icon? With over 1 billion
active monthly users, Instagram is the fastest growing social media
platform on the planet! If there was ever a prime time for influencers
and businesses to grab a slice of the action, this is it. From creating
awesome profiles to converting followers into paying customers,
together we’ll get you on path to success with Instagram.

From aspiring influencers to marketing professionals, small businesses
to mums and dads running a side-hustle, this course is for you.
Discover how you can turn instagram into a steady and reliable source
of income, whether it’s your full-time focus or just evenings and
weekends.
Ready to get started? We are!

Our course is designed to fast track you from daily user to
unstoppable pro in just 20-30 hours training time. You’ll learn things
that internet videos won’t teach you and hints and tips the big players
keep to themselves.

DOWNLOAD COURSE BROCHURE

COURSE
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30
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MONEY BACK GUARANTEE

By Studying This Course You Will
Learn:
1
2
3
4
5

How to create profiles that attract more
followers
Strategies that rapidly scale the number of
people who follow you
Ways to generate revenue and income
from your account
Content creation that maximises use of
Instagram algorithms
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INSTAGRAM
MARKETING COURSE
DAY

MONNEY BACK
GUARANTEE

DURATION

20 - 30

HOURS

30

(DEPENDING ON EXPERIENCE)

Instagram Growth Strategies For Business
Learn how to rapidly scale your followers and generate income through collaborations and direct sales.
Are you ready to become an Instagram icon? With over 1 billion active
monthly users, Instagram is the fastest growing social media platform on
the planet! If there was ever a prime time for influencers and businesses
to grab a slice of the action, this is it. From creating awesome profiles to
converting followers into paying customers, together we’ll get you on
path to success with Instagram.
Our course is designed to fast track you from daily user to unstoppable
pro in just 20-30 hours training time. You’ll learn things that internet
videos won’t teach you and hints and tips the big players keep to
themselves.

From aspiring influencers to marketing professionals, small businesses to
mums and dads running a side-hustle, this course is for you. Discover
how you can turn instagram into a steady and reliable source of income,
whether it’s your full-time focus or just evenings and weekends.
Ready to get started? We are!

DOWNLOAD COURSE BROCHURE
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Develop Killer Content
Manage your content production for
efficiency and optimal results.
Define Your Instagram Strategy
Understand how different types of
content work on the platform.
Create a Content Strategy
Identify your niche and the type of
content you will produce.
The Instagram Algorithm
Learn how the platform works and
use this to your advantage.
Introduction to Instagram
Marketing
Turn your account from
‘everyday use’ into a strategic
marketing tool.
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2

5
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Create The Perfect Profile
Construct a professional and
reputable account that builds trust.
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3

WHAT
WILL YOU
LEARN

Maximise Post Engagement
Create content that captivates the
attention of your target market.
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Attract Profile Visitors
Connect with the type of followers
you want for your business.
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Measure Success And Repeat
Learn and understand the metrics
that increase profile growth.
Monetise Your Account
Use your account to generate
new, effective revenue streams.
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CONTACT US

SOCIAL MEDIA COLLEGE

hello@socialmediacollege.com

www.socialmediacollege.com
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